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Abstract 
In agricultural cropping system irrigation has a crucial part in semiarid and 

arid fields, and the strategic concerns are the water applications and 

management. The key parameters involved in that are soil and crop data. 

Based on the multifaceted and different kinds of soil and crop information, 

the consistency and effectiveness of irrigation could be improved. The 

features are identified from the extracted information in which grouping of 

object is accomplished in order to predict irrigation level to one of the soil 

moisture content. Decision Support System (DSS) is recently developed to 

predict effective irrigation by means of radial basis function type of neural 

network. Irrigation prediction is considered to be a difficult task due to the 

complexity in reducing the features in dataset. The Proposed work involves 

BAT algorithm for feature reduction. For soil dependent irrigation control, 

the mechanism known as Ensemble Neural Network (ENN) is greatly 

utilized. The field data’s are collected from a test land in eastern region of 

India by means of soil irrigation prediction algorithm. In the proposed ENN 

framework, soil and crop data have predominantly considered, through 
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which the proposed model tend to compensate the level of water loss that 

occurred by evapotranspiration. 

 

Keywords: Irrigation Control, water applications, management, Decision 

Support System, Moisture Content, Ensemble Neural Network, bat 

algorithm, features reduction, evapotranspiration and crop data. 

 

1 Introduction 
 

 Among various agriculture based countries in the world, India is one 

among them. The people in India mostly depend on agricultural harvesting 

[1].The source of majority Indians is Agriculture which in turn reflects the 

economy of the country. Irrigation is challenging in areas such as dry or 

scarce rainfall. Hence automation is required to have proper yield 

considering farmer safety [2] in remote manner. 

 Since the irrigation management includes various complex processes, i.e. 

determining the level of water supply for a growing crop to attain particular 

management goals, and estimating the period of supply of water, etc., it has 

considered being the multifaceted decision-making task.If the agricultural 

land is far, the current conditions will be informed to the farmer [3-4].Hence 

there requires an efficient water management for a healthy agricultural 

cropping systems. Augmentation of water efficiency and the maximization of 

crop productivity are the two main objectives. In order to classify irrigation 

prediction in a quick manner, data mining techniques are utilized. 

 To obtain the soil and crop data, Decision Support System (DSS) 

performs the soil irrigation prediction every hour using a neural network data 

prediction system based on Radial Basis Function (RBF) [5-7]. However, 

DSS needs longer time to accomplish the process besides the predicted soil 

irrigation results are also less. The feature reduction from the dataset 

becomes very difficult task [8-9], when more number of attributes is 

involved in irrigation dataset in RBF. 

 In order to mitigate this issue, BAT algorithm is used for feature 

reduction and in case of for soil and crop dependent irrigation control 

Ensemble Neural Network (ENN) mechanism is utilized. The irrigation 

prediction of soil is carried out from a test land in eastern parts of India. The 

field data is collected using ENN model in which soil and crop data have 

predominantly considered, to compensate the level of water loss that 

occurred by evapotranspiration [10]. 

 

2 Literature Review  
 

 Khan et al [11] presented a paper in which there are different types of 

information of dataset containing attributes, such as remote sensing images, 

water delivery statements, and meteorological data. The Pre-processing of  
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the dataset is done through an unconventional method that integrates 

irrigation and data mining knowledge which in turn used to forecast the 

demand and extract the pattern. Evapotranspiration (ETc),a traditional 

method is used for the evaluation of effectiveness of five different data 

mining methods in water requirement prediction. The experimental result 

exhibits better efficiency comparatively. 

 Wang et al [12] utilizes PCA (principal component analysis) method for 

identifying the significant impact features, like water saving methodology, 

precipitation, location of irrigation, etc. In accordance with various factors, 

this method also concentrates on water shortage regions focusing on 

prediction system for the demand of irrigation water. During this work, 

Haihe River basin has considered being a sample. Consequently, for various 

factors, the irrigation water demand forecasting method proves to be efficient 

than other conventional trend prediction models in terms of producing 

maximum modelling accuracy, regardless of human efforts. 

 Ma et al [13] demonstrated a novel framework for soil water balance by 

utilizing Darcy's law which is used for quantifying drainage out of root zone. 

This model is used for deficit irrigation which is related with Jensen crop 

water production function for soil water components simulation in addition 

associated crop yield. The experiments are demonstrated with winter wheat 

and summer maize crop rotation for the evaluation purpose and the 

experiments were accompanied in the area of Beijing in the NCP (2007–

2009). Through the proposed system, 0.02 cm3 cm−3 of average root mean 

square error (RMSE), 6.69% of mean relative error (RE) and 0.78 of model 

efficiency (EF) have obtained. 

Navarro-Hellín et al [14] designed a framework to manage irrigation 

in agriculture which is termed as Smart Irrigation Decision Support System, 

SIDSS. In this model, numerous autonomous nodes have placed in the field 

to collect soil measurements and climatic variables, through which the 

plantation irrigation needs are estimated in a weekly manner. For error 

estimation, the closed loop control strategy has set as well as decision 

support model for local perturbations are become accustomed.  The PLSR 

and ANFIS machine learning techniques are used as reasoning engine of 

SIDSS. Based on three commercial plantations of citrus trees situated in 

South-Easter region of Spain, the validation of the work is accomplished. 

 Chinmay Salaskar et al [15] presented a system for controlling the water 

supply to the crops automatically. Based on the various sensors outputs 

which is acquired by dynamic values from the surrounding and the threshold 

parameters are set for carrying automated decisions such as temperature, 

humidity, soil moisture and raindrop sensor. With the aid of microcomputer 

and microcontroller the overall system is controlled and monitored by means 

of remote.  

Umair and Usman [16] presented a system for monitoring the crops by 
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means of moisture sensor and temperature at appropriate places. In 

accordance with instantaneous temperature and moisture values, a feedback 

control model accompanied by a centralized control unit has presented for 

controlling the water flow on to the field. The CPU gathers the sensors data 

for further action and the efficiency of the farm is increased by serving right 

amount of water. Based on this sensor information, decision can be taken by 

the farmer. This project is mainly executed with regard to the context of 

financial and educational criteria of typical Indian farmer. 

 Venkatalakshmi and Devi [17] presented a model in which the 

information is delivered to meet the projected crop with optimum accuracy in 

all seasons. It acts as a basic guide for farmers due to less awareness about 

different strategies. The Productive rate of paddy is less due to the 

inadequacy in a farmer’s decision. The main factors such as soil type and the 

season determine the seasonal crop growth. In addition to that, insecticides 

and fertilizers are used based on the crop type. The parameters are evaluated 

and simulated using“Netica” tool. According to the performance the crop 

growth is improved using DSS guides.   

 

3 Proposed Methodology 
 

 The complete Architecture of the proposed methodology has depicted in 

figure 1 in which the features of the soil data is optimized using bat 

optimization based feature reduction and irrigation control is carried out by 

Ensemble neural network (ENN). 

 

 
 

Figure 1 Proposed Model Overall Architecture 
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 In this, the parameters, namely weather, soil moisture content, water, as 

well as crop data are taken into account for the purpose of real time land 

monitoring process which is then processed using bat optimization algorithm 

for feature reduction. 

 

3.1 Feature Reduction Using Improved Bat Optimization 
Algorithm 
 

 In this proposed model, already collected data are considered for 

effective irrigation control. The features such as crop data, and soil from the 

different soil data are reduced by using bat’s algorithm by utilizing for the 

effective irrigation.  

 

3.1.1 Bat Optimization Algorithm 
 

The animal Bats and their efficient capability called echolocation grasp 

the attention of numerous researchers. The echolocation system has 

considered being a significant feature of bat that refers to a process, during 

which the bats estimate the distance of an object (optimal feature) through 

the echo signal created by them. By means of this echo detection approach, 

an obstacle (irrelevant attribute) and a prey (optimal attribute) have been 

differentiated by the bats, through which they get enabled to hunt even at 

complete dark [18, 19]. 

 

3.1.2 Improved Bat Algorithm  
  

Even though the standard bat algorithm is efficient to utilize the search 

space, yet it has the possibility of getting trapped into local-optimal features 

that could influence the performance of the algorithm with regard to global 

search. For resolving this issue, the diversity of search requires to get 

increased. This study tends to propose an algorithm by enhancing the BA 

alongside a highly efficient operator. 

 This operator has made up of a group of random-based modifications 

which tends to maximize the BA diversity. Consequently, inside the BA 

search, more mutations have enabled, through which it can get out of the 

potential traps of local optima. To be precise, the capability of BA for 

solutions exploitations in local neighbourhood supports for new areas 

exploration in search space. 

 Through the additional mutation operator, the IBAT get differed from 

BA. This operator improves the standard BA in terms of generating optimal 

features (new solution) for all bats. In accordance with this rule, the design of 

an efficient optimization algorithm relies on two significant features, such as 

exploitation and exploration.  

In IBAT, each bat has designated by its position xi, velocity vi, emission 
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pulse rate ri along with fixed loudness A in a d dimensional search space 

similarly like BA. At time step t,the eqs. (1), (2), and (3) defines the new 

solutions xi and velocities vi. 

                     (1 ) 

  
    

    (  
    )   (2) 

  
    

      
  (3) 

 Here, frequency of each bat has signified by β ∈ [0, 1] which is a random 

vector brought from a uniform distribution fi. At each iteration, post-

comparison of overall solutions (features) amid all n bats, ] current global 

best solution (feature) has placed, which has denoted by x* . Through the 

positioning of updating of bats, a random number has produced, during 

which a new position will get created around current best solutions, if 

random number exceeds tpulse emission rate r i. Following equation (4) 

expresses this function, 

    =     ∈    (4) 

 In which, ∈ [-1,1] signifies a random number, if A
t 
 is each bat’s average 

loudness at current iteration. 

 The proposed algorithm has significantly enhanced by adding the 

mutation operator, through which the search competence and convergence 

speed of the algorithm have increased by maximizing the diversity of the 

population. In accordance with local search, the proposed algorithm and the 

original BA are identical. In other words, from the available best solution, a 

local random walk can initially attain a new solution (4). This first solution 

can get generated with regard to criteria that if a random real number which 

brought from a uniform distribution is greater than pulse rate parameter. 

 EBat algorithm includes the new mutation operator that provides a new 

pair of tuning parameters, namely Value1 Best, and value2 worst. During 

mutation Operator process, a solution xv is randomly selected from the 

population of NP, if a random value is lesser than the value of Best value1, 

which can be expressed as follows, 

                                                                                     (5) 

                                                                               Xv=xvr  (6) 

       Consider that r ∈ (1, 2… NP), then, if a random value is lesser than 

worst Value2, more mutation has presented into current solution elements 

(optimal features) that draws search back to an optimal position in 

accordance with best and worst solutions found up to this point. In the 

scenario of BA element traps in a local optimum that is distant from t actual 

global one, this mutation has proved to be efficient. Following Eqs.7, and 8 

express the modification of the mutation operator. 

            
    

       [                                                     (7) 

        
       

       [                                                        (8) 

 Here, a new solution (optimal features) of the t
th
 iteration has represented 

by xv; the random solution chosen by Equation 8 has indicated by x
t
v. 

Besides, the worst solutions has signified by xtworst, and best solutions has 

denoted by xt best, both of them indicate the solutions found so far. Or else, 

diversity of the population will be added by the randomization rule, through 
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which the mutation operator get enabled to perform the efficient exploration 

across the search space. Consequently, the likelihood for determining the 

global optimal solution (features) has augmented. 

Improved Bat Algorithm [IBA] 

Objective   function (accuracy)  f(x ),x=  (x1,………xd ) 
T
 

Initialize bat population (data samples) xi ( i=1,2,….n)and vi 

Designate pulse frequency fi at   xi 

Initialize pulse rates ri, loudness Ai, Parameter value 1 and parameter value 2. 

While (t <Max number of iterations)  

Create new solutions( optimal features) by attuning frequency,  

and revising velocities and locations/solutions [equations (2) to (4)]  

if (r and >ri )  

Choose a solution from best solutions  

Create a local solution among chosen best solution (optimal features) 

End if  
Create a new solution by flying randomly  

Mutation operator 

If(rand<Value 1)then 

            
                              
If(rand<Value 2) then 

Revise worst solution by[7]  

Else 

Revise Best solution by[8] 

End if  

Else If Create new mutation solution  

Estimate fitness function f(x) for new solution   and  xiChoose best solution 

from   xi . That Has Maximum Fitness Value. 

Create a new solution by flying randomly  

If (rand < Ai &f (xi )< f ( x*))  

Take new solutions (optimal  features)  

Maximizeri and diminish Ai 

End   if  
Grade bats and identify current best x* 

End while  
Post process results and visualization 

Global best features selection of Improved Bat Algorithm has carried out 

based on their classification accuracy which should be high. The proposed 

mutation enables the algorithm to utilize more mutation for attaining the 

optimum diversity, while sustaining the valuable features of the standard bat 

optimum algorithm (specifically fast convergence). 

Selected Features: 4  5  6  7  8  9  11  14  16  17 
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3.2 Ensemble Neural Network Algorithm for Irregation Control 
 

 The multiple models are trained instead of a single model to reduce the 

variance of neural network models which is an effective approach and also it 

combines the predictions obtained from these models. This process has 

termed as ensemble learning that helps to diminish the prediction variances. 

Besides, compared to single mode, these predictions prove to be accurate 

[20-21]. All the three techniques MLP, RBF and Long Short-Term Memory 

are merged together for performance improvement of irrigation prediction 

 

3.2.1 MLP Artificial Neural Networks 
 

 Being the simple neural network framework[27][28], MLP comprises 

neurons, termed as the perceptron. Based on the non-linear activation 

functions and weights of several real-valued inputs, a single output has 

computed by this perceptron. In general, the MLP network has made up of 

computation perceptron’s input layer, one/many hidden layer(s), as well as 

output layer. As a supervised learning-oriented model, MLP predominantly 

utilizes the backpropagation algorithm, which includes two steps. In the first 

step, the computation of error (Eq. 4) has carried out on the basis of predicted 

output (Eq. 3) and corresponding to the provided input. In the second step, 

according to the weight of the network, the acquired error has propagated 

back to the network, besides attuned to decrease the error, which is termed as 

Back Propagation phase.  Figure 2 shows MLP Neural Network. 

 

 
 
                         Figure 2 MLP Neural Network 

 

 During the computation of identity function (y = x), the neurons from 

input layer perform as sensory units. Whereas, sigmoidal function of input 

values’ sum of products and weight values of corresponding connections 

have estimated by a neuron of hidden layer and output layers. 

    ∑        
                                     (9) 
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Here, the weight vector has signified by w, the input vector has indicated 

by x, the bias has represented by b, and the nonlinear activation function has 

signified by f(.). 

           (    
)  (10) 

In which, provided target value and predicted output value of input k
th 

pattern have denoted by tk and yk respectively, and error term for k
th
 input 

pattern has signified by dk. 

 

3.2.2 Back Propagation Algorithm 
 

 The error surface of a complex network has found to be filled with 

valleys and hills, concerning the MLP neural network which has trained with 

Back Propagation algorithm. In case of deeper minimum is close to a 

network, it may get trapped into a local minimum, because of gradient 

descent. Even though probabilistic approaches have the ability to skip this 

trap, yet their speed is not adequate. Hence, maximization of hidden units has 

considered being a further possibility due to the higher dimensionality of 

error space, and minimum chances of getting trapped. But there exists the 

limitation for hidden units, through which the system may get trapped into 

local minima if they get exceeded the limitations. 

 The back propagation algorithm employs a gradient descent method. 

Once the momentum term has supplemented, the algorithm provides the 

weight modification of a connection band j, which has expressed as follows 

                                                                  (11) 

 In above equation, a learning rate parameter has signified by η, the 

momentum coefficient has denoted by α, and δj denotes a factor relying on 

whether neuron j is an output neuron or a hidden neuron. The estimation of 

output neurons can be as follows. 

   (
  

     
) (  

   
   )                                                                   (12) 

Where net j ∑          
   

                           

 

3.2.3 RBF Natural Network 
 

 In RBFNN, all the input layer, output layer, and hidden layer are single 

(Figure 6). Within the hidden layer, the radial basis functions have employed. 

The calculation of connection strengths within the hidden layer and output 

layer has carried out through the training which has performed by at tuning 

the center parameters in the radial basis functions.       

Like a conventional three-layer feed-forward neural network, RBF neural 

network also includes three individual layers accompanied by feed-forward 

structure. A set of n units has considered being input layer of this network 

that allows n-dimensional input feature vector elements. Alongside r hidden 

units, input units have fully connected to hidden layer. There is no need for  
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training, since these connections within input and hidden layers possess unit 

weights. 

Clustering of data besides reduction of its dimensionality are the  

key purposes of the hidden layer. Accordingly, the hidden layer in this 

structure has termed as RBF units, which are fully connected to output layer 

too. Activation pattern deployed to input layer gets neural network response 

from output layer. The conversion from the RBF unit space to the output 

space has considered as linear. Conversely, conversion from input space to 

RBF-unit space has considered as nonlinear. Figure 3 shows Construction of 

RBFNN Algorithm. 

The RBF neural network has known being a neural networks class, in 

which the hidden units’ activation function is estimated through the distance 

within input vector as well as a prototype vector. Figure 3  shows 

Construction of RBFNN Algorithm.The RBF units’ activation function has 

formulated as equation. 

 
Input Layer         RBF Units            Output Layer 

 
Figure 3  Construction of RBFNN Algorithm 

 

                                                     (
‖    ‖

  
)                 (13)                

 Here, x denotes an n-dimensional input feature vector, ci indicates an n 

dimensional vector called RBF unit center, σi represents RBF unit width, and 

r denotes number of RBF units. Usually RBF units’ activation function has 

preferred as Gaussian function that accompanies mean vector cias well as 

variance vector Ri (x), as expressed in below equation  

                          ( 
‖    ‖

 

  
)  (14) 

σi 2 - diagonal entries of Gaussian function covariance matrix . The output 

units are linear, consequently J
th 

output unit for input x response has 

formulated as equation 

                                            ∑ 
                         (15) 

 where W2 (i, j) i
-th

 RBF unit to j
th
 output node Connection weight , b( j) is 

j
th
 output bias. Network complexity is greatly reduced by omitting bias in 

network. Hyper surfaces are constructed by RBF neural network classifier 

which is regarded as function mapping interplant, one for each class, through  
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considering RBF unit’s linear combination.  Also, it can be regarded as 

discriminant functions in which surface tends to possess greater value for 

class representation and a low value for the rest. When classifying the 

unknown input feature vector, it has designated to the class corresponding to 

the hyper surface that accompanies the largest output during that time. RBF 

units function as components in a preferred hyper surface finite expansion in 

which component coefficients (the weights) ought to be trained for designing 

a classifier on the basis of RBF neural network as well as set number of input 

nodes in neural network input layer equal to number of feature vector 

elements. The number of nodes in output layer has defined as number of 

Data classes [22, 23].  

 

3.2.4 Long Short-Term Memory based RNNs 
 

 During the functions of a traditional recurrent neural network, the input x 

= (x1, x2, ...,xT) feeds to the network. Besides, RNN estimates hidden vector 

sequence, h = (h1, h2, ...,hT), and output vector sequence, y = (y1, y2, ..., 

yT), from t = 1, ..., T, when T is  number of timestamps 

  =H                                                      (16) 

  =                                                                  (17) 

In which, weight matrices have signified by W, bias vectors have denoted by 

b, and hidden layer function has represented by H. 

 However, there exists problem in traditional recurrent neural networks 

named vanishing-exploding gradients, which has known being the vital 

drawback of these networks, in terms of handling long-term dependencies. In 

other words, within a short duration, the derivative of error gets near to 

zero/infinity in accordance with weights. Due to this issue, training process 

of networks become difficult as regards long-term dependencies. 

 For resolving this issue, the most prominent work on Long Short-Term 

Memory recurrent neural networks (LSTM RNN) has involved that employs 

trainable memory cells, namely LSTM cells in place of simple neurons. 

There are three trainable gates involved in these memory cells, i.e. input, 

output, and forget gates, which can skip long-term dependencies as they are 

capable of adding/removing information. 

 The remembrance of cell values are done over random time intervals in 

addition information flow into and out of the cell are managed by three gates. 

LSTM tend to possess feedback connections which is distinct from   

standard feed forward neural networks. The single data points are not only 

processes nonetheless besides complete data sequences [24]. 

 

3.2.5 Training LSTM RNN 
 

       A supervised training is done for RNN using LSTM units by set of 

training sequences and an optimization algorithm (e.g. gradient descent). It is 

also amalgamated with back propagation through time for gradients 

computation which is greatly desired in the course of optimization process,  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feedforward_neural_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gradient_descent
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Backpropagation_through_time
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for attaining LSTM network each weight  modification in proportion to error 

derivative (at LSTM network output layer) pertaining to conforming weight. 

 
Figure 4 LSTM RNN Network Topology 

 

        The input activations flow into memory cell has handled using input 

gate as depicted in figure4. The cell activations output flow into rest of 

network has handled by means of Output gate. The adaptively forgetting or 

resetting cell’s memory is done by means of the forget gate which helps in 

cell internal state scaling prior to adding it as input to cell through cell self-

recurrent connection. The peephole connection connects internal cells to 

gates in identical cell for outputs learning precise timing which is added 

feature in LSTM RNN architecture.  

       Through this structure, the calculation of mapping has performed by 

LSTM RNNs from an input sequence x = (x1, ...,xT ) to an output sequence y 

= (y1, ..., yT ). Applying subsequent equations, activations for network units 

are calculated iteratively from time step t = 1 to T: 

                  

        

     

(18) 

                  

        

     

 

(19) 
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(20) 

                  

          

(21) 

                (22) 

               (23) 

       Where, W terms denote weight matrices (e.g. Wix is weights matrix from 

input gate to input), Diagonal weight matrices for peephole connections have 

represented by Wic, Wf c, Woc, and bias vectors have denoted by b terms (bi is 

input gate bias vector),σ denotes logistic sigmoid function i, f, o and c are 

correspondingly input gate, forget gate, output gate and cell activation 

vectors, which is identical in size as the cell output activation vector r, is 

element-wise product ofvectors,hyperbolic tangent activation function for 

cell inputs and cell outputs have signified by t and h, respectively.φ notates 

softmax output activation function for LSTM RNN systems [25]. 

 

3.2.6 Ensembling 
 

       The above networks are combined with all the neural networks used, the 

winner-takes-all algorithm when worked in active mode which refers to the 

training the all above mentioned neural networks with the same input is done 

first. Secondly each network’s output is given for test instance and then 

majority of output is taken from neural network similar to the classification 

output.The elimination of irrelevant inputs is done by the all the neural 

networks. Based on this selected neural network output, irrigation of the soil 

moisture content might be predicted to control irrigation. 

 

3.2.7 Ensemble Classifier 
 
 An ensemble that consists of N component neural networks has utilized 

by task for function approximation f:Rm→L where L denotes set of class 

labels. The component networks predictions have unified by majority voting 

in which each component network votes for a class and class label getting 

most number of votes is considered as ensemble output. 

For discussion purpose, at this time presume that L comprises solely 

two class labels, i.e., function needs to be estimated is f :Rm→{−1, +1}. 

 Hard voting is basic instance of majority voting. At this point, class 

label y^ through majority (plurality) voting of all classifier Cj is predicted as 

follows: 

 ̂    {                   }                                                              (24) 

The three classifiers have amalgamated for training sample classification: 

 classifier 1 -> class 0 

 classifier 2 -> class 0 

 classifier 3 -> class 1 
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 ̂      {     }                                (25) 

Via majority vote, may help in sample classification as "class 0." 

 

Algorithm for Ensemble Neural Network (ENN) 

Start 

Load the data   into MLP network structure 

Choose an initial weight vector for data taken 

calculate the network output 

for all weights summing over all training patterns 

perform one update step of the minimization approach  

end while 

Load the data into RBFNN network structure  

Choose the data for input layer  

Perform RBF in hidden layer 

Provide the result in output layer 

End  

Load the data into LSTM network structure  

Choose data and stored in number of array in 3 dimensions (N,W,F) 

Where 

N is number of training sequence 

W is sequence length 

F is number of features of each sequence 

Network structure is built with [a, b, l] where a is input layer, b is subsequent 

layer l is a  

output layer with activation function. 

Train the constructed network on the data and use the output of the last layer 

as prediction of next time  

Repeat the above step until the optimal convergence is reached 

End  

For all MLP, RBFNN and LSTMnetwork outputs, Perform majority vote   

Conclude the   majority results as irrigation class label  

end 

 

4 Results and Discussion 
 

 The suggested model experimental outcomes are discussed in this 

section. The model is implemented using MATLAB. The artificial Neural 

Network (ANN), radial basis function type(RBF) algorithm and proposed 

Ensemble Neural Network(ENN) are contrasted pertaining to precision, 

recall and accuracy for USGS dataset 

https://cmerwebmap.cr.usgs.gov/catalog/item/59f3679 fe4b013d2e9299b2a. 

This data support USGS Scientific Investigations Report 2018-5020 on field 

studies in the Bucks Branch watershed and Andover Branch watershed. Data 

have gathered from two fields at two locations and contain: crop soil 

chemistry [26]. From two agricultural sites in Nanticoke and Chester River 

watersheds on the Delmarva Peninsula from 2013 to 2016, the results of 

chemistry analysis have gathered for crop soil material. The properties of the  

https://cmerwebmap.cr.usgs.gov/catalog/item/59f3679%20fe4b013d2e9299b2a.
https://cmerwebmap.cr.usgs.gov/catalog/item/59f3679%20fe4b013d2e9299b2a.
https://cmerwebmap.cr.usgs.gov/catalog/item/59f3679fe4b013d2e9299b2a%5d.This
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dataset are pH Water, A-E Buffer, OM by LOI,M3-P,M3-K, M3-Ca, M3-

Mg,M3-Mn, M3-Zn, M3-Cu, M3-Fe, M3-B, M3-S, M3-Al, Est. CEC, Base 

Sat, P Sat. ratio, Total N, Total C, NH4-N, NO3-N,CN ratio the final class 

label Irrigation which belongs to zero and one.  

 

4.1 Performance Metrics 
 

Table 1 Performance Comparison Result Values 

 
                NUMBER OF SAMPLES 

 

 

 

Performance Measures of 

ENN 

 5 10 15 20 

Accuracy 100 90 93.33 100 

Precision 100 80 85.71 100 

Recall 100 100 100 100 

Error-rate 0 10 6.66 0 

 

Performance Measures of 

RBFNN 

 

Accuracy 80 80 86.66 70 

Precision 100 60 100 100 

Recall 66.66 100 77.77 70 

Error-rate 20 20 13.33 30 

Performance Measures of 

ANN 

 

Accuracy 75 78 84 68 

Precision 95 59 95 95 

Recall 65 70 74 68 

Error-rate 30 35 38 40 

 

1) Precision 

 Precision is defined as percentage of results which are appropriate and 

given by 

Precision=
            

                          
 (26) 

2) Recall 
Recall defines the ratio of overall appropriate results properly classified 

by suggested   algorithm which is given as 
 

Recall=
            

                          
 (27) 

 

3) Accuracy 

 Accuracy is a metric meant for assessing classification models and it is 

fraction of predictions which is defined as 

 

Accuracy=
                         

     
 (28) 
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Figure 5 Precision Results of Different Number of Samples 

 

      The suggested ENN approach is compared with prevailing ANN 

approach and RBF approach for performance comparison pertaining to 

precision for different number of input samples is shown in Figure 5. For 

example from the results it concludes while the number of input sample was  

proposed ENN model yields superior precision outcomes of 100% however 

prevailing ANN and RBF technique yields only 95%,100% correspondingly. 

 
Figure 6 Accuracy Results of different Number of Samples 

 

 

       The suggested ENN approach is compared with prevailing ANN 

approach and RBF approach for performance comparison pertaining to 

accuracy for different number of input samples is shown in Figure 6. For 

example from the results it concludes while the number of input sample was  

proposed ENN model yields superior accuracy outcomes of 100% however 

prevailing ANN and RBF technique yields only  75%, 80%  correspondingly. 
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Figure 7 Recall Results of different Number of Samples 

 

       The suggested ENN approach is compared with prevailing ANN 

approach and RBF approach for performance comparison pertaining to recall 

for different number of input samples is shown in Figure 7. For example 

from the results it concludes while the number of input sample was  proposed 

ENN model yields superior recall outcomes of  100% however prevailing  

ANN  and RBF technique yields  only  65%, 66.66%  correspondingly. 

 
 

Figure 8 Error Rate Results of Different Number of Samples 

 

      The suggested ENN approach is compared with prevailing ANN 

approach and RBF approach for performance comparison pertaining to Error 

rate   for different number of input samples is shown in Figure 8. For 

example from the results it concludes while the number of input sample was 

proposed ENN model produces lesser error rate results of 0% whereas 

existing ANN method and RBF produces 30%, 20%   respectively. Figure 9 

shows accuracy of classification. 
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Figure 9 Classification Accuracy 87.5000 

 

 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 
 

       Irrigation Management is needful and interesting decision- making 

process to determine the amount of water and period of water to the growing 

crop to meet specific management objectives. In this research, Prediction 

Performance is improved using BAT algorithm along with the feature 

reduction. The Ensemble Neural Network (ENN) mechanism is utilized for 

the purpose of crop soil dependent irrigation control. In future work, 

implementation of Intelligent IoT based Automated Irrigation system can get 

carried out for irrigating the field using water alongside deciding on spraying 

appropriate chemicals for proper growth of crop. Further, the work can be 

extended by considering water level in tank prior to irrigating the field. The 

inclusion of Data Security and integrity of agricultural data can be 

considered, when transmitting the control signal, concerning actuation, and 

transferring for analysis as regards prediction. 
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